The Unified Victim Identification System (UVIS) is a web-based application that provides an integrated platform to manage missing persons and victim information.

- Call center (CC) & Missing Persons (MP) modules allow for direct communication with the public to facilitate report intake & list management:
  - Automates all processes into a centralized information repository
  - Enables the collection of information from relatives & friends of missing individuals
  - Allows the efficient investigation of MP reports via automated report grading and prioritization

UVIS centralizes disaster missing persons reports and medicolegal operations into a single, unified platform that enables an efficient and effective response.

Better Information + Quicker Response = Better Decisions

UVIS – CMS Primary Functionality

Ante-Mortem (AM)
- Call Center
- Family Assistance Ctr
- Hosp Self-Reporting

Post-Mortem (PM)
- Missing Persons
- Victim Tracking/Info

Unified Victim Identification System (UVIS)
- Remains Mgmt
- DVI Management
- Field Operations
- Morgue Mgmt
- Reconciliation

Fully Integrated DAILY CASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (CMS)

U.S. COLLABORATION

- UVIS is a collaborative effort – U.S. Jurisdictions benefit from licensee enhancement sharing
- 100% Federal funded project - Ongoing funding from the Dept of Homeland Security - 2015
- US DHS/FEMA holds unrestricted license which allows for the sharing of this application with all federal agencies.
- No-Cost - UVIS license also available from NYC OCME
  - For more information. Go to: www.nyc.gov/ocme

UVIS-CMS Video Training can be found at https://www.uvistraining.com